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George Calvert House, also
known as Calvert Hall, is a

historic house located at 1030 N.
Sangamon St. in the Marshall-
Shadeland neighborhood of

Chicago, Illinois. The house was
the residence of George Calvert
(1606–1675), a member of the
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Calvert family, who was a
younger brother of Robert

Calvert, Lord Baltimore. The
house was built in about 1653,
and was owned by the Calverts

through the end of the 18th
century. Architecture The George
Calvert House is a "particularly

fine example" of the English
Palladian style, and is considered

one of the most admired and
sophisticated examples of the

style in Chicago. The front of the
house, the only portion of the
building to survive a fire that

destroyed the house in 1854, is
long and wide, and rises three

stories. The house is topped by a
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wooden, steeply pitched roof,
with conical roofs above the
upper two stories. A wooden

veranda runs along the building's
front, and two brick chimneys rise

from the roof of the first and
second story. On the front of the

building is an open, Palladian
window whose frame extends
through the two stories. At the

top of the window is an
architrave, framed by four pillars,
and below the window is a row of
attached Corinthian columns. The
front of the building is punctuated
with two, front-facing Corinthian
columns. The walls of the house

are made of brick and rubble
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masonry, and are covered with
stucco on the outside. Two

openings have been left in the
facade: one above the veranda

and one above the front door. The
single, above-the-veranda

window opening is filled by a
segmental pediment. The door,
which is framed by a band of

stone, is above the second-story
window opening. The first and

second floors of the house, which
were constructed of brick and

wood, rest on a stone foundation.
History The George Calvert House

is the oldest extant house in
Chicago, and was originally the
home of George Cal e79caf774b
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Asaro Vincent Joseph Asaro (May 29, 1922 – January 19, 2009) was an Italian-American mobster. He
was born in Brooklyn, New York, as italian name, Vincenzo Asaro. Asaro was the patriarch of the

Bonanno crime family. In the early 1950s, Asaro started his criminal career as a soldier and capo in
the Lucchese crime family. He became close with Joseph Bonanno and was a made man in the

Bonanno crime family on November 9, 1951, along with Bonanno. In the early 1960s, Asaro won the
Bronx Crew's support, and was given the rank
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